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1. - INTRODUCTION
Ports are, centres of life and progress not only for the town they belong to, but
also for the entire area they influence. Regardless of the type of activity
practised there, a port is movement, exchange, dynamism, and wealth. In
order for all this to be possible, a port’s installations, infrastructures, and
services must keep up with current needs so that the port remains vital.
However, the existence of the ports always implies an environmental impact
on water, air or soil. One of the most important challenges on the port sector
is find the situation in which the port is able to meet its own needs without
endangering its own future.
Over the last years the port sector has demonstrated a positive and pro-active
response to its environmental liabilities and responsibilities through the
development of tools and methodologies developed specifically to deliver
appropriate management options8.
The first environmental management initiatives in ports areas began with the
European Sea Ports Organisation (ESPO) on 1993 as a response to the need
of European ports to be represented in Europe. ESPO’s mission is to
influence public policy in the EU in order to achieve a safe, efficient and
environmentally sustainable European port sector.
Over the years, there has been increasing evidence that ports that adopts
environmental management systems (EMS) for their operations can realize
significant benefits as:
•
•
•
•

Minimization of environmental impacts
Demonstrate compliance with legislation
Reducing costs with the efficient use of recourses
Maintain a good public image

However, there are multiple possibilities of response, from just compliance
with legislation to archive high standards of environmental protection. Many
ports, simply using an EMS system to evaluate and develop an effective
environmental management program will be sufficient based on available
resources or activities at the port. However, some other ports may decide that
they need to use, and possibly become certified as in compliance with specific
EMS, such as ISO 14000 or EMAS.
It is a fact that all ports are unique; they vary in size, commercial activities,
location, cargo handled, organizational structure and regulation. However, the
environmental challenge is common for all, regardless of size. Then, the
question is, is one management system suitable for all ports?
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2- OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY
2.1- General
There are a range of existing tools and methodologies that have been
successfully applied in several countries in EU for the environmental
management of ports.
However, it may be suggested that small ports require a different approach
and procedure for the implementation of an effective environmental
management programme. Due to the size implies a more restricted internal
capacity.
Seeing that, the aim of this project is to establish an appropriate methodology
for the implementation of an effective environmental management system for
small ports.
The methodology followed is differenced in tree parts; website research, small
ports definition and environmental management of small ports.

2.2- Website research
First of all and, in order to achieve the goal, is necessary to define what a
small port is. For fear that it has decided to start comparing some
characteristics of ports profiles between different sizes. The size of a port, in
this project, is understood as the annual tonnage of commodities handled per
year. The classification selected by size, according to the ESPO Review
20095 is the specified bellow:
-

Small ports: tonnage less than 1 million tones.
Medium ports: tonnage from 1 to 10 million tones.
Large ports: tonnage from 10 to 25 million tones.
Extra-large ports: tonnage more than 25 million tones.

The information, no always available, is found by a search through port’s
website. As a result a data base is created with 80 European ports, 20 of each
size.
The characteristics selected are the followings:
-

Port area: land area of the port
Main activities: main commodities handled and other activities
Port business: about the traffic (of goods, containers, passengers)
o Tonnage (million tons/year)
o TEU – container equivalent to 20 feet (thousands/year)
o Passengers (thousands/year)
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-

Employees: number of employees directly contracted for the port
authority.
Hinterland: use of the surrounding land
Location: geographic setting of the port
Ownership: port’s legal position
Environmental policy: the existence of an environmental policy.

Afterwards the results are plotted in order to interpreted and analysed by
annual traffic handled.
Finally, the port profiles are defined with a typical example of each size.

2.3- Small port definition
Even no two ports are the same; a general characterization can be made
when small ports are referred.
In order to achieve this point, three ports from Catalonia (Spain) from the
public company, Ports de la Generalitat, have been visited: Ports from
Palamós, l’Estartit and Sant Feliu de Guíxols.
Furthermore, the “Small ports structural survey” is designed to know the ports
profile, environmental situation and challenges. It is responded by the three
port mentioned before and five more (Roses, Cadaquès, Llançà, Port de la
Selva and Blanes).

2.4- Environmental management of small ports
A literature review is done to know the existing tools and methodologies on
port environmental management.
The Self Diagnosis Method, an assessment tool, is tested in order to check if
it’s efficient in small ports.
Finally, taking in to account the results from the website research and the
ports visited a procedure for the implementation of an environmental is
defined.
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3- WEBSITE RESEARCH
In the appendix 8.1 there is the completed database.

3.1- Results
Table 1. Results of the data base.

Annual
cargo
Characteristic
Port Area
(hectares)

< 1 million
tones

1-10 million
tones

10-25 million
tones

> 25 million
tonnes

47

226

408

3480

T: 16,5; TEU:
470;Pass:
2653
1480

T: 48; TEU:
2570;Pass:
2178
12.000

Urbane (67%)
Nature (28%)
Industrial
(5%)

Urbane (59%)
Nature (33%)
Industrial (4%)
Recreational
(4%)

Estuary (26%)
Embayment
(22%)
Protected
(15%)
River (15%)
Engineered
(11%)
Marine (11%)

Engineered
(36%)
River (31%)
Estuary (12%)
Protected
(11%)
Embayment
(5%)
Marine (5%)

State (67%)
Private (28%)
Municipally
(5%)

State (64%)
Private (29%)
Municipally
(7%)

Yes(87%)

Yes (100%)

Location

Estuary (43%)
Engineered
(32%)
Embayment
(10%)
River (10%)
Marine (5%)

Ownership

Private (37%)
State (32%)
Trust (25%)
Municipally
(6%)

T: 4.3; TEU:
184;Pass:
2850
550
Urbane (57%)
Nature (20%)
Recreational
(17%)
Industrial
(6%)
Marine (22%)
Protected
(22%)
Estuary (17%)
Embayment
(17%)
Engineered
(11%)
River (11%)
State (61%)
Municipally
(17%)
Trust (11%)
Private (11%)

Environmental
Policy

Yes (59%)

Yes (83%)

Port business*

T:;
TEU:;Pass:;

Number of tenants

15

Hinterland

Urban (68%)
Nature (32%)

*T: Tonnage (million tons/year); TEU: Containers (thousand/year); Pass:
Passengers (thousand/year)
No enough data.
During the websites research it is noticed that there are a high number of
small ports, that do not have website, or it is in the country language.
Furthermore, only little information is available to the public.
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3.2- Analysis and interpretation
The results have been analysed by annual traffic handled.
•

Ownership vs. annual traffic handled

Percentage

Ownership
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Private
State
Trust
Municipally

< 1 million t 1-10 million
t

10-25
million t

> 25 million
t

Annual cargo handled
Graphic 1: Ownership vs. cargo handled

The graphic shows that a high number of ports are owned for the state,
especially the large ones. The smaller ports have a similar percentage of
private, state and trust.
The public ports may have the additional responsibility to protect the
surrounding public and to ensure operations are conducted in accordance
with local, regional and state laws and regulations. With increasing interest
from local communities and private groups in protecting the public and natural
resources, ports are faced with greater challenges to reduce the real or
perceived affects of the operations of their employees.
•

Number of employees vs. cargo handled

As it can be observed on the results (Table 1) the number of employees
working in ports is significantly more when the port size grows. Maybe more
that it would expect. For this reason, it may be seen that the number of
employees in a small port is insufficient.
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•

Environmental policy vs. cargo handled

Environmental policy
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Annual cargo handled
Graphic 2: Environmental policy vs. cargo handled

The public environmental policy shows transparency and responsibility from
the port authority and it creates confidence and trust to users.
About 60% percent of the small ports publish the environmental policy in their
website. And this percentage increase with the size of the port.
•

Location vs. annual traffic handled
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Location of the ports
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Graphic 3: Location vs. cargo handled.
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The graphic shows that may no be a significant tend between type of location
and size of port. However, small ports may be, generally, located in estuary
and engineered coastline. Medium and large ports can be found in any
location. And extra-large ports may be found, mainly, in engineered coastline.

3.3- Port’s profile
•

Small port profile

- Port area: 47 hectares
- Number of employees: 15
- Hinterland: Urban (68%) / Nature (32%)
- Location: Estuary (43%) / Engineered (32%) / Embayment (10%) / River
(10%) /
Marine (5%)
- Ownership: Private (37%) / State (32%) / Trust (25%) / Municipally (6%)
- Environmental policy: Yes (59%)
Around the world there are thousands of small ports. Some may be designed
on recreational boating and small-scale fishing. But other may handled varied
cargo flows, often serviced by short-sea vessels. Since the trade volume is
small the facilities are basic, consisting of general purpose berths backing on
to warehouses.
Port of Troon (UK)

Figure 1. Map of Troon Port.
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Figure 2. Aerial photo of Troon port.
Port of Troon is an example of small port combining the fishing activity with the daily freight
and passenger ferry services to Ireland.

•

Medium port profile

- Port area: 226 hectares
- Port business: Tonnage: 4.3 / TEU: 184 / Passenger: 2850
- Number of employees: 550
- Hinterland: Urban (57%) / Nature (20%) / Recreational (17%) / Industrial
(6%)
- Location: Marine inlet (22%) / Protected coast (22%) Estuary (17%) /
Embayment (17%) / Engineered (11%) / River (11%)
- Ownership: Private (11%) / State (61%) / Trust (11%) / Municipally (17%)
- Environmental policy: Yes (83%)
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Port of Aviles (Spain)

Figure 3. Map of Aviles
Figure 4. Aerial photo of Aviles port.
The Port of Aviles lies on an inlet of the Bay of Biscay in the Asturias Province of northwest
Spain. This port includes a commercial and fishing port and a marina.
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•

Large port profile

- Port area: 408 hectares
- Tonnage: 16.5 / TEU: 470 / Passenger: 2653
- Number of employees: 1480
- Hinterland: Urban (67%) / Nature (28%) / Industrial (5%)
- Location: Estuary (26%) / Embayment (22%) / Protected coast (15%) / River
(15%) / Engineered (11%) / Marine (11%)
- Ownership: Private (28%) / State (67%) / Municipally (5%)
- Environmental policy: Yes (87%)
This port are usually dedicated exclusively in commercial operation (handling
cargo), rarely combine other activities such as leisure and fishing.
Port of Gdansk (Poland)

Figure 5. Map of Gdnask port
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Figure 6. Aerial photo of Gdnask port.
The Port of Gdańsk with an annual cargo of 17 million tones is divided into two parts, the
Inner and Exterior Port. It is specialized in cargo handling equipment and port infrastructure.
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•

Extra-large port:

- Port area: 3.480 hectares
- Port business: Tonnage: 48 / TEU: 2.570 / Passenger: 2.178
- Number of employees: 12.000
- Hinterland: Urban (59%) / Nature (33%) / Industrial (4%) / Recreational (4%)
- Location: Engineered coast (36%) / River (31%) / Estuary (12%) / Protected
coast (11%) / Embayment (5%) / Marine (5%)
- Ownership: Private (29%) / State (64%) / Municipally (7%)
- Environmental policy: Yes (%)
This size of port, of which Rotterdam, Antwerp, Hamburg are the main
examples have specialist terminals, each dedicated to a particular cargo.
There are excellent facilities for trans-shipment by sea, rail or road. They
either combine other activities such as leisure and fishing.
Port of Dublin (Ireland)

Figure 7. Map of Dublin port.

Figure 8. Aerial photo of Dublin port.
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4- SMALL PORTS
4.1- Case of study
Three small ports from Catalonia (Spain) have been visited in order to know
their environmental situation. These ports belongs to Ports de la Generalitat, a
public company that directs, plans, and manages fishing, recreational, and
commercial ports that do not operate under concession. It also regulates the
use of commercial, cultural, and recreational installations linked to the port's
activity and that lead to an economic and social equilibrium for the ports,
docks, and maritime installations. It also applies corrective measures
appropriate for the protection of the natural environment and the quality of
seawater.
The organization is classed into three areas: Northern, Central and Southern.
Each area is environmental managed by an environmental technician.

Northern area
Central area
Southern area

Figure 9. Ports of Ports de la Generalitat.

Ports de la Generalitat started the implementation of an environmental
management system in 2008 and they were certificated with ISO 9001, ISO
14001 and EMS, in 2009. The difficulty experienced in implementing has been
basically the insufficient awareness given to the environment by the
employers. They have been working in the port for a long time using another
methodology so it’s some times difficult to change it.
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•

Environmental situation

Routine activities like engine oil changes, painting, and fuelling can introduce
harmful chemicals into the environment. Practices carried out on the
environmental protection are going to be list below; most of them are
initiatives from the Clean ports project.
1. - Bilge water discharge

Processes onboard ships, such as machinery wash-down, maintenance, and
leakage generate oily wastewater. This contaminated water is collected in the
bilge of the ship. Marine diesel, lubricating oils, grease, as well as garbage
may be present in bilge water. Dumping bilge water directly into the water
harm marine life and it is not allowed by the legislation.
Every small port provides a pump-out system (Figure 10) for removing bilge
water as a service. Bilge water is conduced in an oil/water separator (Figure
11). Theses systems treat the contaminated water by directly pumping it
through the separator, which removes petroleum products and sediments.
The oily water that is removed is disposed as a hazardous waste.

Figure 10. Pump-out system

Figure 11. Oil/water separator

However, this pollutant is a problem in these ports due to the oil/water
separator is not efficiency working and it often breaks down. The
environmental technician affirms that it would be necessary to design an
effective system in order to separate oil and hydrocarbons of the bilge water.
When a big or a merchant ship needs to discharge, the bilge water is stored in
a vessel that would be driven to Barcelona port where the appropriate system
is.
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2. - Used mineral oil collection

The need of a periodic change of ship minerals oils, such as oil from engine,
hydraulic lubricants and oil from transformer and machinery makes that an oil
collection must be necessary in all ports (Figure 12).
There is also a container destined to all staff that has been in contact with the
mineral oil, such as filters, clothes, recipients, etc.
A single litre of used oil can contaminate one million litres of water.
In this point there is an oil land spillage emergency kit.

Figure 12. Mineral oil collection point

3. - Sewage and grey water

Every port has the service to
discharge the sewage and grey water
from the ships. The discharge of this
water in the sea would cause the dead
of the sea life.
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4. - Garbage collection

All ports have a closed area called “Clean point” (Figure 13) where are stored
in separated containers the different kind of garbage, domestic and
operational waste generated during de normal operation of the ships and port.
In this point is collected:
- Recyclable wastes: glass, paper, plastic and organic.
- Hazardous wastes, such as paints, solvents, boat scraping, antifouling
agents and batteries.

Figure 13. Clean point

A challenge that the ports have to deal is the waste management of the
garbage that appears in the port (Figure 14). There can be found any type of
garbage usually are staff that the fisherman or users have found in the sea,
broken nets, pieces of wood, containers, broken floats, etc. The problem is
that anyone wants to assume the cost of manage it.

Figure 14. Garbage
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5. - Sewer
To avoid the sea water contamination there are installed grilles near the sea
to drain the dirty water from the cleaning tasks. This waste has to be treating
as a special waste because it may contain hazard substances such oil, paint
and antifouling agents.

6. – Oil spill response
When oil is spilled in the sea, it floats on the surface and spreads very quickly
with the help of wind and currents. It can be caused by maritime or port
accident. With adoption of good practices on the fuel supply, as it is the main
origin, the number of oil spillages in these ports has been reduced.
The contingency plan is the tool used to face and oil spillage, this document
contains the equipment and the personal required and the procedure that has
to be follow. There are three level of response depends on the quantity of oil
spilled, the higher level requires personnel that may be not near a small port
so the response may be not the appropriate. For example, a port that has a
commercial part, the size of the merchant ship is the same and in case of
accident the resources would be significantly less. So, small port does not
necessary involve low risk.
In the other hand, a small port without the commercial activity, the quantity of
oil spilled in the sea may be less due to there are fewer points of fuel supply,
less traffic and smaller ships in the port area.
There is planned an oil spillage practice every year in order to have an
efficient response in case of emergency. Every two moths the emergency kit
is inventoried to replacement and make sure that there is a stock.
The equipment used to remove the oil is available in each port and it consists
of (Figure 16): floating barriers, sorbent pillows, sorbent rolls, sorbent mats,
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bioparticulate, absorbent
http://www.markleen.com/)

agent

(sepiolita)

(supplied

by

Markleen:

Bioparticulate is used in a land spill.

Figure 15. Oil spill response

Figure 16. Oil spill response equipment

7. - Application of dispersants.
When a small oil spillage appears in the port area it is sprayed with a
biodegradable dispersant (Figure 17 and 18). These chemicals act like
detergents to break oil up into tiny droplets to dilute the oil's effect and to
provide bite-sized bits for oil-eating bacteria that occur naturally.

Figure 17. Small oil spillage

Figure 18. Application of dispersants.
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•

Responses of the “Small ports structural survey”

The questions of the Small ports structural survey can be found in the
appendix 8.2. Next, there can be seen the responses of the survey and a
comparison with the European benchmark.
Port profile
Seven of these ports are situated near (between 400 and 4.200m) a protected
area.
All ports have fishing as one of the main activities with fish and seafood as the
main cargoes. The 37,5% have ship building and 12,5% scuba diving, cruise
and merchant ships.
Only one port that has commercial part, exporting wood pulp and importing
wood, cement, iron tubes and surfaces.
A marina is present in seven ports and three of them have two different
associations. Five of the seven marinas are awarded with the blue flag.
The number of employees varies from one to five.
Environmental situation
The difficulties that are remarked in implementing environmental legislation
are: provision of guidance, priority/status given to environment and number of
authorities/stakeholders.
The three main difficulties found by European ports are: number of
authorities/stakeholders, expense and awareness of good practice. However,
a high number of ports say that no problems have found.
The high number of authorities and stakeholders involved in a port seems to
be a common difficulty by all ports.
An environmental policy is written down and is share for all ports.
The objectives and targets for environmental improvement with the action
plans prepared are:
-

Reduction of energy, petrol and water consumption
Improvement in waste management.
To minimize the environmental impact of harbour activities on the
nature.
Reduction of paper consumption in the offices.
Improvement in the costumers and concessionaries environmental
behaviour.
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These ports do not provide a specific budget for environmental issues. The
financial resources came from maintenance, suppliers and works.
Over 80% of European ports have their own environmental policy that
indicates how the port is aware of the environment. However, only 60% have
a specific budget for environmental issues it may the resources.

Environmental training
Even the port authority does not have an environmental training program for
its employees; they detect training needs and plan courses and activities
every year, such as training exercise for oil spill response, heath and safety at
work course, eco-labels identifying course and application of herbicides and
insecticides course.

Communication
The tools for the internal communication within the employees are e-mail and
internal written documents.
And the information is communicated to stakeholders basically with the
environmental survey plan.
Operational management and monitoring
In these ports are monitored: energy, water, paper and petrol consumptions,
bilge water and sewage water qualities, garbage production.
The ten issues more important in the environmental management are:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Rank of the top 10 environmental issues
Energy consumption
Garbage/Port waste
Ship discharge (bilge)
Ship waste
Relationship with local community
Water quality
Air quality
Industrial emissions to air
Conservation areas
Light pollution

The issues founded can be compared with the results from the report of Port
Environmental Review 20095, showed in the following table, where the
environmental issues of the different sizes of ports are compared.
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Table 2. Environmental issues - results from Port Environmental Review 2009.

1
2
3

1 - 10 million
Dredging: operations
Energy Consumption
Noise

4

Air quality

5

Dust

6

Dredging: disposal

Garbage/ Port waste

7

Garbage/ Port waste
Relationship with local
community

Energy Consumption
Port expansion (land
related)

9

Port expansion (land related)

Dredging: disposal

10

Port expansion (water related)

Ship waste

8

10 - 25 million:
Air quality
Dust
Noise
Port expansion (water
related)
Relationship with local
community

> 25 million
Air quality
Noise
Dredging: operations
Garbage/ Port waste
Port expansion (land
related)
Relationship with local
community
Dredging: disposal
Conservation areas
Port expansion (water
related)
Climate change

As it can be observed the issues regarding the environment of the different
sizes of ports are significant different.
The biggest ports have as the firsts environmental issues the air quality and
noise. In the other hand energy consumption is common is the smaller sizes.
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4.2- Small ports profile
For the purpose of this report, a small port is defined as a port which has an
annual tonnage less than one million tones. There are typically located in rural
areas or near protected areas, and are points of tourist interest. For this
reason the public image is very important. This location may also entail a less
opportunity on commercial activities as the networks (road/raid connections)
may not be well established.
A small port may be a harbour where some of the following activities are
carried out.
o Activities directly related with the sea:
•
•
•
•
•

Marina: keeping boats and yachts and with services for recreational
boating.
Commercial: part of the port which has the equipment to handled
different types of cargo.
Fishing: part of the port with facilities for landing and distributing fish.
Cruising: parts of the port where cruise-ship passengers embark o
disembark.
Ship repair.

o Other activities in the port area:
•
•

Services: such as restaurants, museum and sportive installations.
Industrial activities: such as ice factories and warehouses.

Cruise and
commercial

Fishing

Marina

Marina
Ship
repair

Figure 19. Port of Palamós (Catalonia) - Activities
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The commercial activity may be not the most representative due to the fact a
high number of small ports are principally marinas, designated on recreational
boating and small-scale fishing.
In a small port the combination of different activities in the same area make
the implementation of an environmental system more difficult, as the needs of
each one are not the same. For instance, the implementation in a marina is
always easier as they have more personnel and the users are usually more
awarded on environmental protection.
A concern for many ports is the cost for developing and implementing their
environmental management program. This is particularly true for smaller ports
that have limited financial resources to effectively monitor and oversee these
activities, and minimize impacts. Furthermore, the port may not have a
specific budget for environmental issues as it is considered a transversal
concept that is to say that is something to take into account in all the activities
carried out in the port.
The employees are usually general operatives that combine all activities
undertaken by general cargo, marine, passenger operative, and maintenance.
Environment is a transversal concept
The environmental management may be managed by one technician,
frequently one for several ports. For this reason, is important to carry out
training programs for the employees.
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5- ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT OF SMALL PORTS
5.1- Literature review
Until now, any environmental management system has been developed
specifically for small ports. However, some publications, programs and
projects have carried out or are going to carry out.

Publications:
Manual for Best Management Practices for Ports Operations and
Model Environmental Management System. Developed by Great
Lakes Maritime Research Institute.
This project seeks to address
the need for a simplified environmental management system
approach for small port entities on the Great Lakes.

Programmes and projects
The Blue Flag Programme
The Blue Flag Programme is owned and run by the
independent non-profit organisation Foundation for
Environmental Education (FEE). It promotes sustainable
development in freshwater and marine areas. The award of a
Blue Flag marina is based on compliance with 24 criteria covering the
aspects:
1) Environmental Education and Information
2) Environmental Management
3) Safety and Services
4) Water quality
A Blue Flag marina must be a marina with pontoons or piers for pleasure
boats. It can be part of a larger harbour with other activities, if the Blue Flag
marina is clearly separated from other harbour activities.
Over 3450 beaches and marinas in over the world are already awarded with
the Blue Flag.

Clean ports project

Clean Ports is an interregional and
transnational project, developed until 2006,
the purpose of which is to improve the
general environment of the ports, and it
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seeks progressively to reduce the environmental impact generated by port
and nautical activities on the coasts of southern Europe.
Participants in this environmental initiative of environmental port improvement
include the regions of Catalonia, the Balearic Isles and Cantabria from Spain,
Languedoc-Roussillon from France and the Algarve from Portugal, more than
150 generally small maritime and river ports with marine and fishing activities.
The Clean Ports project means unifying criteria, defining a distinctive quality
value and joining forces to achieve the shared aims of all the ports of the
participating regions and, at the same time, setting a starting point for other
European regions to take advantage of the knowledge and introduce it into
their own ports.
SuPorts (Sustainable managements for European local ports)
This is a project in development aiming at assisting small ports to design
better environmental strategies and to have easy access to suitable
environmental management tools such as the Ecoports SDM and PERS
systems.
This project will help smaller ports and the local authorities managing them to
address environmental issues and to have easy access to suitable
environmental management tools in order for them to remain competitive and
to contribute to a more sustainable EU
The partners come from seven countries representing small ports on the
Atlantic Ocean, the Mediterranean, as well as the North, Baltic and Aegean
Seas.
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5.2- Tool test
ECOPORTS has developed a tool package (Figure 20) that gradually leads to
the level to attain an effective Environmental Management System. The first
step is the application of the Self Diagnosis Method; it helps to highlight the
most important shortfalls in environmental management. The results obtained
from the SDM are very helpful for completing the PERS (Port Environmental
Review System).

1

Figure 20. ECOPORTS Tools .

The Self Diagnosis Method (SDM) is a questionnaire designed as a check list
specifically for port managers to help them develop and assess any existing
environmental programmes in their port.
The check list was designed to assess all the types of ports, different sizes
and characteristics. At the European Union level there is an international
legislation and regulation that applies to all ports regardless of size. At
national, regional and local levels there may be different bye-laws and
legislation that require specific activities for compliance.
In a small port, the internal capacity to manage of the small ports is relatively
restricted due to:
-

Number of staff
Specialist services
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-

Support resources
Funds
Internal technologies

Consequently, it may be suggested that an adapted SDM check list may be
more applicable in ports with these characteristics.
•

Description of SDM

It’s based on ISO elements and reveals the main environmental issues in the
port area and can be used for setting priorities. It can also be used for as a
tool for assessing environmental risks in managing a port area.
Brief history
The Self Diagnosis Method was first developed within the framework of the
ECO-information European research project (1997-1999). The first version of
SDM was tested by its application in some European ports of different sizes
and characteristics. The results were satisfactory and critical comments
collected from port managers have been used to modify and improve the tool.
After, a series of working sessions with port environmental managers was
considered to be a finished product.
Objectives
- To regularly review the environmental management performance in the
port.
- To allow periodic self-evaluation of environmental improvement in the
port.
- To compare effectively the port environmental performance against a
European benchmark.
- To identify environmental priorities in the port (SWOT and GAP
analysis)
- To move towards the implementation of an environmental management
system (such as, for example, ISO 14001 or EMAS).
- To assess the environmental impact of particular port operations or
new plans for port development.
Structure and description of SDM
It consists of two sections
Section 1. Port profile
The objective of this section is to provide a complete definition of the main
features of the ports and of its activities, gathering essential information about
the port. The port profile is used by the reviewers to set the context for
1. Legal status and Port Operators. To set Port’s legal position and Port
operators.
2. Port Location and the Port Area. Geographic setting and the physical
characteristics of the port.
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3. Port Business. The traffic (of goods, containers, passengers).
4. Main Commercial activities and Cargo Handling. Main activities of the
port (e.g. storage, chemical industry, ship repair)
5. Main Cargo. The kind of cargoes in transit.
6. Environmental Management. General information about environmental
management.
Section 2. Environmental management and procedures
To assess the current environmental management carried out by the port.
M1 Environmental policy document.
Reviews the main contents of the environmental policy, its scope,
objectives established and resources available.
M1A Environmental Policy Document
M1B Environmental Policy Scope
M1C Environmental Regulations & Port Activities/Aspects
M1D Objectives & Targets
M1E Resources & Budget
M2 Management organization and personnel.
Assesses how the responsibilities concerning the environment are
distributed.
M2A Responsibilities
M2B Environmental Responsibilities of Key Personnel
M2C Individual Responsibilities
M3 Environmental training.
The existence of training programme for the port employees is
checked.
M4 Communication.
Assesses the procedures used to communicate the environmental
information internally and also externally.
M4A Internal communication
M4B External communication
M5 Operational Management.
Controls the management programs, standard procedures,
environmental management manual and the management of the
documentation.
M5A Management Programs and Action Plans
M5B Standard Operating Procedures and Working Instructions
M5C Environmental Management Manual
M5D Environmental Documentation Management
M6 Emergency Planning.
Reviews the content of this document and actions to be taken in case
of accident.
M7 Monitoring and records.
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Carrying out environmental monitoring and keeping the records is
essential to track the Port’s Environmental performance. For this
reason, key questions on monitoring programs are asked in this
section.
M7A Environmental Monitoring
M7B Monitoring of Management Program
M8 Review and audit.
The issues of environmental reviews or audits in the Port, what
elements are examined in each case and who is carrying out the
review or audit.
M8A Environmental Audit
M8B Environmental Review

Outputs of SDM
- Baseline results: a report on the answers given (e.g. percentage of
positive answers in each section)
- Comparison of the environmental management against a European
benchmark.
- GAP analysis. To identify gaps between current management and the
requirements of European and international standards (PERS, EMAS
and ISO 14001.
- SWOT analysis: To identify the points of strength-weaknessopportunity-threat in the environmental management of the port. It can
be used to help a port understanding its greatest opportunities for
improving environmental practice. In this way, actions to improve the
quality of the port’s environmental management can be established
(e.g. objectives, targets). It’s essentially based on the results of the
comparison with the European benchmark and the GAP analysis.

Figure 21. Example of SDM Feedback.

How to apply for SDM
To use SDM its necessary to follow the process below:
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1. Fill in the SDM application form (www.ecoports.com) and send it to the
Secretariat
2. Pay the SDM tariff: €400, (€300 FOR Ecoports partner ports),
3. Upon payment the port will receive a password to download the latest
version of the digital SDM form (from
website: choose language)
4. Fill in the SDM. If the port wants assistance for completing it, please contact
the secretariat.
a. short assistance from the secretariat for free (max 1 hour)
b. special training workshop (tariff dependent on the number of
participants
c. personal assistance by Ecoports trainer (daily fee)
5. Send the filled in SDM digitally to the Ecoports secretariat.
6. Within 14 working days the port will receive:
a. Benchmark
b. Analysis report (SWOT, GAP)
c. Strategic advice
•

SDM for small ports

It may be a big gap between the SDM and the implementation of an
environmental management system (i.e. ISO 14001 or EMAS). It be may
suggested the SDM as a tool no only for the assessment but also to lead ports
towards some of the weaknesses points.
Consequently, some part of the SDM may need to be specified. It may be
suggested to change the format of some sections, leave some white gaps to
fill instead of a checklist. Further more, it could be suggested to attach some
more examples and best practices.
The main changes that could be suggested are:
- Port profile – Legal status and port operations. It may be add the
following question:
How many authorized activities by other companies are in the port area?
- Port profile – Port business. It may be add more information about the
port business. A small port may have marina and fishing activities as the
mains. It may be asked:
How many tones of fish are collected every year?
How many leisure ships are in the port?
- Environmental Responsibilities of Key Personnel (subsection M2B, M2
Management Organisation and Personnel). It may be adapted due to staff
may be multitasking. Each personnel may specify their function/s and write
down a brief description of each. The department of each function may not
be necessary to specified.
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List of functions: Port operations (Dredging), port operations (Navigation
and shipping), Port operations (Terminals), Cargo handling operations,
strategic planning and others.
Name
employee

Function/s

-

Individual Environmental Responsibilities (subsection M2C, M2
Management Organisation and Personnel). If one employee has more
than one function the environmental responsibilities may be specified
for each function. In order to create a new output it may be suggested
to write down which are the environmental responsibilities of each
function.
This new output could identify the points of weakness in the
organization and suggest some great changes, redistributed or
assignee tasks.

-

Regard the comparison against a European benchmark it may be
added the comparison against the European benchmark of small ports
(< 1 millions tones). They may not get the same goals and in this way it
would increase their motivation to improve their environmental
management.

•

Conclusion

SDM may not be an efficient tool for all small ports as it’s more directed to the
commercial activities. It could be suggested to design a new assessment tool
of the environmental management for the port that do not have commercial
activity.
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5.3- Appropriate environmental management system
In order to design an appropriate environmental management system for
small ports the following points may be considered:
-

-

-

-

-

-

Create facilities to inform users about their responsibilities on
environmental and safety issues.
Activities open to the general public such as visits, public
environmental data and conferences maintains a good public image of
the port.
Due to the fact that the employers may be multitasked an operational
guide would help staff to bridge knowledge gabs caused by absences
of employees, infrequent occurrence of emergency events or to avoid
fall into obscurity.
It may be very important to share knowledge and skills when the
resourced are limited.
Procedure is needed to ensure subcontractors, suppliers,
concessionaries and other activities authorized by another companies
are working respecting the environment and according the
environmental policy of the port. It may be necessary to create a
document where is descried the procedures to follow to control the
compliance of the activities developed, especially if the activity has a
high impact to the environment.
Take into account local concern, as neighbours and local groups.
Smaller ports can benefit significantly from making their employees
aware of the potential and actual impacts of the port activities and
operations can have on the environment.
The majority of the activities for smaller ports could be carried out by
one of few persons.
The employers should know and understand which is the objective of
each change is in the working system.
They may need resources to publish port information.
Provide a document of the best practices in Environmental
Management as a resource guide for ports to compare current
operations against preferred practices to ensure that port and tenant
operations will not negatively impact the environment.
Port with no commercial part should be treated as a different case, as
the needs required are different.

An Environmental Management System (EMS) is defined as that part of the
overall management system that includes organizational structure, planning
activities, responsibilities, practices, procedures, processes and resources for
developing, implementing, achieving, reviewing and maintaining updated
environmental policy11.
It is a management tool that allows controlling the activities, products and
processes that cause or could cause environmental impacts and, in turn,
attempts to minimize or eliminate the negative aspects on the environment6.
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The environmental management system is a process that can be repeated:

Environmental policy
Mapping
Evaluation

ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

Objectives

Continual improvement

Management plan

Internal revision
Implementation
Figure 22. Environmental management system.

To get the certification, the following needs must be complied: the definition of
an environmental policy, the diagnosis of the initial situation in environment
ground, goal setting, environmental management programs, emergency
plans, review the system through audits and implementation of procedures to
control environmental impacts of operations11.
Small ports may not be interested getting a certification due to consumers
rarely requested them to be certificated5 and they may have limited resources
to complaint all needs.
Some ports may claim a proactive behaviour on environment, implementing
good practices in environmental protection. However, if an EMS is lacking,
environmental concerns will not receive the priority they deserve. An EMS
should be seen as vital to the functioning of the organization and as a positive
benefit, in financial terms and in measures such as improved regulatory
compliance status, increased production efficiency, or worker protection. It is
also useful to achieve continuous environmental improvement.
To build and sustain an effective EMS the organization has to make the
environment a priority, thinking about the environment as part of product and
process development, among other activities.
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Taking in to account all this points, the following environmental management
system is described:
1) Environmental policy. An Environmental Policy is the list of actions or
principles which aim to prevent, reduce, or mitigate harmful effects on
nature and natural resources caused by humans.
Environmental issues generally addressed by environmental policy
include air and water pollution, waste management, ecosystem
management, biodiversity protection, and the protection of natural
resources, wildlife and endangered species. The port must prioritise the
work and goals in correspondence with activities and wishes.
2) Mapping - Assess environmental management needs. The first step is
to identity the most significant challenges, in what ways ports have a
significant environmental impact. A first draft may be carried out in a
meeting with employers and professionals; the involvement of the
employees may leads to easier acceptance of the changes and it could
increase environmental awareness and motivation.
2.1. - Inventory of activities. Develop an inventory of the activities
conduced at the port (port and employees operations) that may affect
the environment. A map and a visit to the port may be useful to identify
them.
2.2. - List the regulations affecting each activity and if they are in
compliance.
2.3. - Identify the impacts of each activity and a procedure to control it.
For example: Electricity consumption – resource consumption – meter
reading. That may be useful to carry out the evaluation.
2.4. - Identify the aspects that may be prioritized. According to the
following criteria, the port should identify the aspects considered
significant7:
- If there is a regulation concerning an environmental aspect,
this may be considered always significant.
- Take in to account local scale concern. If the stakeholders, the
neighbours, or any local groups have any complaints concerning
an environmental aspect (for example, noise, dust, etc.), the port
must adopt adequate measures.
- The aspects that have a negative influence to the environment
at global scale (like resource consumption, greenhouse effect,
etc.) may be considered significant.

3) Objectives and targets. An objective is the facility goal that is consistent
with the organization environmental policy, priority environmental
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aspects and impacts, and applicable environmental regulations. A
target is a more detailed performance requirement related to and
supporting a specific objective. In other words, specific targets must be
met for an objective to be achieved. For example a goal could be
reducing the energy consumption and the target, reduce the energy
consumption by 10% in X year.
4) Management plan – From the objectives and targets a management
plan may be developed. It is important that the people who will
implement the procedures be involved in drafting them. For each
objective the action plan may be defined.
The management plan may take in to account:
-

-

-

-

Gap on training, awareness and competence. The port authority should
make sure that all employees whose work may have a significant
impact on the environment receive appropriate training, and establish
procedure to make their employees aware of environmental policy,
their impacts on the environment and consequences of nonconformance with environmental protection measures.
Monitoring and measurement: documented procedures shall be
established to monitor and measure the key characteristics of the
operations and activities.
Records. Procedures shall be establish and maintained for keeping
legible, identifiable environmental records, including training records,
and the results of audits and reviews.
Management review. Ensure the continuing suitability, adequacy and
effectiveness of the environmental management system. Identify
possible needs for changes to environmental policy, objectives and
other elements of the system.

5) Implementation. The implementation of the management plan may
require a change in the code of conduct of the employees, it is
important to ensure that everyone have the information needed.
It would be necessary to provide an operational guide to each
employee, with the best practices, in order to bridge the knowledge
gabs caused be absences of employees, infrequent occurrence of
emergency events or to avoid fall into obscurity.
Activities carried out in the port area, and not directly operated by the
port authority, such as activities authorized to private companies or
concessionaries may be controlled in order to reduce the
environmental impact. It can be written a document with measures that
should adopt each activity according the best practices of each sector.
To control of the compliment can be done with a periodic inspection to
each activity.
6) Internal revision and evaluation. To ensure success and continuing
improvement, regular review of the EMS are needed.
- Check that objectives are achieved.
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- Check if the expected effects are obtained, and if no, investigate the
reason and extent of any discrepancies.
- Eliminate the procedures and processes were initially put and are not
needed to achieve the environmental objectives or control key
processes.
- It has to take in to account any changes in circumstances, of the
organization (such as new facilities, new materials, changes in
products or services and new customers) or external factors (such as
new laws or new scientific information).
- The review should be documented.
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6- CONCLUSIONS
Small ports seem to be relatively disadvantaged in terms of implementing
environmental management systems due to the resources are more limited.
It should be studied as a special case the ports that do not have the
commercial activity. It would be interesting to design a tool for the assessment
based on the best practices, and an EMS guide to implement it in this type of
ports.
The weaknesses points in the implementation of an environmental
management in small ports are the insufficient awareness given to
environment, the first cost associated and the lack of trained employees. For
this reason, to facilitate the implementation of the EMS, it may be specially
designed thinking with the people who will implement the procedures.
To build and sustain an effective EMS the organization has to make the
environment a priority, thinking about the environment as part of product and
process development, among other activities.
The next step in the sustainable operations in small ports would be to design
the best environmental practices for small ports according to the resources of
personnel that are available.
As a conclusion, the project shows that in the field of environmental
management in small ports remains a lot of work to be done.
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9- APPENDIX

8.1- Data base
•

Characteristics of small ports (< 1 million)

Port (website)

Port Area
(ha)

Arenys
(no webside)
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Ayr
(ABP webside)

-

Banff Harbour
(www.aberdeenshire.g
ov.uk/harbours)
Dover
(www.doverport.co.uk)
Dubrovnik
(www.portdubrovnik.hr
)
Falmouth Docks
(www.falmouthport.co.
uk)
Fowey
(www.foweyharbour.

Env.
policy
Yes
(SDM)

Employees

Hinterland

Location

Ownership

-

Urban

Engineered
coastline

State

-

Urban

Engineered
coastline

Private

No

-

Urban

Estuary

State

Yes

Cruisers, marina, fast shipments,
perishable goods, dry bulk (grain,
aggregates), general cargo (fruit, livestock)

22

Nature

Estuary

Trust

Yes

-

Domestic and international traffic, cruises,
vehicles {P: 1200, vehicles: 43000}

9

nature

River

30

Commercial activities: ship repair, ship
services (oil services,…), fish selling

17

nature

Estuary

Trust

Yes

400

Cruise, ores (cement)

28

Urban

Estuary

Trust

Yes

urban

Estuary

Private

No

-

Main activities/Port business
marina/leisure, fish market and processing,
ship repair
Cruises, dry bulks (timber, materials for
glass-making industry, coal, salt, fertilizer),
general cargo
Leisure (principal), private fishing vessels

No

co.uk)
Galway

Commercial activities: marina
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(www.galwayharbour.c
om)

Harwich (international)
(www.harwich.co.uk)
Killybegs
(www.killybegsharbour
.ie)
Køge
(www.koegehavn.dk)

100

28

15

Korsoer
(http://www.korsoerha
vn.dk)

Peterhead
(www.peterheadport.c
o.uk)
Portland Port Limited
(www.portland-

Commercial activities: ships repair
Cargo handled: dry and liquid bulk

46

Urban/nature

river

Private

Yes

Marine inlet

State

Yes

10

urban

estuary

6

urban

estuary

Municipally

urban

Engineered
coastline

Private

urban

Engineered
coastline

State

Commercial activities:
Cargo handled: oil and gas, cement, Ro-Ro

urban

Embayment

Commercial activities: cruise, marina
Cargo handled:

nature

Engineered
coastline

Commercial activities: cruise

Lowestoft (ABP
webside)

Palamós
(www.lamarinapalamo
s.es)

Cargo handled: petroleum products
(principal), heavy equipment, dry bulk (coal,
petcoke, steel, timber, scrap)
Commercial activities: RoRo, cruise,
passanger
Cargo handled: bry bulk, liquid bulk,
general cargo
Commercial activities: ship repair,
refrigerated cargo
Cargo handled: general cargo

Commercial activities: servicing oil and gas,
wind-energy turbines, ship repair, fish
market and processing, marina, storage
Cargo handled: Dry bulk (grain, cement,
aggregates, timber), general cargo, liquid
bulks (bunker-fuel)
Commercial activities: aggregates,
marinas/leisure, fish and processing,
storage and packing. Cargo handling: dry
bulk, general cargo. Main cargoes: cement,
timber, wood products, fish, paper paste

-

No

No

Yes

No
private
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Yes

port.co.uk)
Teignmouth
(www.teignmouthharbour.com)

general cargo, leisure and commercial
passengers, cruises, fish market, ice factory
ro-Ro, dry bulk (timber, forest products)
Ship repair, marinas/leisure, fish and
processing, storage and packing, general
cargo (fish), ores (cement) dry bulk (timber,
wood products, iron products)

Troon (ABP webside)
Vilanova i la Geltru
(no website)

•

12

67

-

Urban

estuary

trust

No

nature

embayment

private

urban

Engineered
coastline

State

Yes
(SDM)

Characteristics of medium ports (1-10 millions)
Port (20)

Port Area
(hec)

Aberdeen
(http://www.aberdeenharbour.co.uk/)

153

Main activities/Port
business
Ship repair, fish market and
processing, cruise, Ro-Ro,
petroleum, products, dry
bulk (forest products),
general cargo (vehicles,
livestock, paper, agricultural
products), containers. {T: 5;

Employees

Hinterland

Location

Ownership

Env.
policy

130

Urban and
recreational

Estuary

Trust

Yes

Urban

Estuary

State

Yes

TEU: ; Pass: 135}
A Coruña
(www.puertocoruna.com)

Refrigerated cargo,
marina/leisure, Ro-Ro, fish
market and processing,
liquid bulks (coke), liquid
bulks, general cargo
(agricultural products, fish),
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petroleum products,
containers. ). {T: 10; TEU: ;

Pass: 34}
Commercial activities: RoRo, cruise
Cargo handled: liquid bulk,
dry bulk (marble, containers,
general cargo (footwear,
toys, games, agricultural
prodcution). {T: 3.7; TEU:

Alicante
(www.puertoalicante.com)

Embayme
nt

State

Yes

River

State

Yes

Urban and
nature

Estuary

State

Yes

Urban

Engineere
d
coastline

State

Yes

Urban

Engineere
d
coastline

Municipally

Yes

Urban

173; Pass: 362}
Commercial activities: ice
factories, fish storage,
leisure, fish fishing
Cargo handled: dry bulk
(principal), liquid bulk,
general cargo. {T: 5; TEU: ;

Aviles
(www.avilesport.com)

Bordeaux
(www.bordeaux-port.fr)

Castello
(www.portcastello.com)

2750?

Pass: }
Dry bulk (grain, wood,
animal feed, chemical,
timber), petroleum.
{T: 8.7; TEU:; Pass:}

Recreationa
l, nature,
urban

400

Commercial activities: RoRo, marina/leisure
Cargo handled: dry bulk,
liquid bulk, general cargo {T:

10; TEU: 65; Pass:}
Helsingborg
(www.port.helsingborg.se)

Commercial activities: RoRo, marina, ferry, cruise, oil
terminal (heats oil, is this
processing?)

270

46

Cargo handled: containers,
dry bulk (grain), petroleum
(oil), general cargo (fruit),
bulk liquids {T: 7; TEU:

300; Pass: 11.000}
Commercial activities: RoRo, cruise
Cargo handled: heavy
equipment, dry bulk (wood,
iron, feedstuff), pyrites
minerals (cement), liquid
bulk (fertilizer) {T: 1.1; TEU:

Kolding
(www.koldingport.dk)

1200

Urban and
recreational

Marine
inlet

Municipally

No

60

Urban and
nature

Protected
Coast

State

Yes

Urban and
recreational

Protected
Coast

Municipally

Yes

Nature

Protected
Coast

Private

Yes

; Pass: }
Commercial activities: RoRo
Cargo handled: dry bulk
(paper, scrap, grain, granite,
wood), liquid bulk
(chemicals), general cargo
(cars). {T: 10; TEU: 600;

Kotka
( www.portofkotka.fi

Pass: }

Olso
( www.ohv.oslo.no)

126

Commercial activities: RoRo, cruise
Cargo handled: general
cargo, dry bulk (animal
feed), petroleum (refined
products), liquid bulk
(fertilizer) {T: 5.2; TEU:

179; Pass: 6.480}
Pietarsaari
(www.portofpietarsaari.fi)

Commercial activities:
Cargo handled: dry bulk
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(timber, cellulose, wood
products), general cargo
(paper), liquid bulk
(chemicals) {T: 2; TEU: ;

Pass: }
Piraeus
(www.olp.gr)

3000??

Commercial activities: RoRo, cruise, ship repairs
Cargo handled: cars,
general cargo, petroleum
(oil) {T: 9; TEU: 665; Pass:

1480

Urban

Private

No

21.400}
Puerto de Marin
(www.apmarin.com)

Santander
(www.puertosantander.es)

74

Commercial activities: RoRo, ship building and repair,
fish market and processing
Cargo handled: general
cargo, dry bulk, petroleum
products, liquid bulk. {T: 1.7;

200

Industrial
and urban

Marine
inlet

State

Marine
inlet

State

Yes

TEU: 279; Pass: 0}
Stockholm
(www.stoports.com)

Turku (www.port.turku.fi)

Protected
Nature and coast and
urban
embaym
ent

Commercial activities:
Cargo handled: dry bulk
(grain)

225

Commercial activities: ReRo, ferries, cruise
Cargo handled: dry bulk
(steel, timber, paper),
petroleum, liquid bulk
(chemicals)

153

Nature,
urban and
industry

Protected
coast

Yes

State

Yes

48

Commercial activities:
cruises, ferries, marine
Cargo handled: dry bulk
(grain, scrap, steel, forest
products, coke, roadstone),
pyrites minerals (aluminium
hydrate), general cargo
(cars) {T: 3; TEU: 20;

Tyne
(www.portoftyne.co.uk)

460

Urban

River

Trust

Yes

1800

urban

Embaym
ent

State

No

Urban and
recreationa
l

Marine
inlet

State

Yes

Pass: 650}
Commercial activities:
passengers
Cargo handled: dry bulk
(grain), Ro-Ro, pyrites
minerals (cement), liquid
bulk (liquid chemicals), ores
(coal, clinker). {T: 6.7; TEU:

Varna (www.port-varna.bg
)

112; Pass: 1200}

Vigo (www.apvigo.com)
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Commercial activities: cruise
Cargo handled: petroleum
(gas, oil), dry bulk (steel,
iron), general cargo
(vehicles, feeding products,
stockbreeding). {T: 5; TEU:

227; Pass: 150}
Monfalcone
Ploce

Dry bulk (cellulose, grain,
steel, scrap, timber), ores
(coal), minerals (cement),
general cargo (cars) {T: 3.2;
TEU: 400; Pass: }
{T: 2.8; TEU: ; Pass: }
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•

Characteristics of large ports (10-25 millions)
Port (18)

Belfast
(www.belfastharbour.co.uk)

Port Area
(ha)

382

Bristol

Copenhagen

328

Cork
(www.portofcork.ie )

141

Main activities/Port business
Petroleum products, dry bulk (grain,
fertilizers, animal feed, scrap, timber) ores
(coal), minerals (cement), liquid bulk
(chemicals, vegetable oil), ferries {T: 15;
TEU: 125; Pass: 1200}
Dry bulk (animal feeds, grain, forest
products, steel), vehicles, liquid bulk ores
(coal){T: 12; TEU: ; Pass: }
Cruise, ferries, cars, dry bulk (glass,
scrap, asphalt, salt), liquid bulk
(chemicals), petroleum products, Ro-Ro.
{T: 18; TEU: 194; Pass: 800}
Commercial activities: six shipping modes
Cargo handled: liquid bulk, dry bulk,
general cargo, pyrites minerals, ores, oil

Num.
employees

Hinterland

Location

Ownership

Env.
policy

130

Urban

river

private

Yes

525

industrial

Estuary

private

Yes

490

urban

Protected
coast

state and
private

Yes

Nature

estuary

Private

Yes

state

yes

{T: 11; TEU: ; Pass: }
Foynes
(www.sfpc.ie)

1200

Gdansk

652

Gijon
(www.puertogijon.es
)
Goteborg
(www.portgot.se )

284
360

Cargo handled: Break bulk, dry bulk,
liquids bulk
Dry bulk (grain), ores (coal), petroleum
products, general cargo
{T: 19; TEU: 240; Pass: 200}
Petroleum products, dry bulk (iron,
cereals, steel), ores (coal), minerals, RoRo. {T: 16; TEU: ; Pass: }
Commercial activities: Ro-Ro, cruise,
Cargo handled: cars, crude oil, containers

70?

Nature

embayment

State and
municipally

yes

179 (own)

Nature and
urban

estuary

State

y

900

Urban

Estuary

Yes
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Helsinki

125

Huelva

Koper (www.lukakp.si)

272

Napols
(www.porto.napoli.it)

410

Paris (www.parisports.fr)

Ravenna

Rijeka
(www.portauthority.h
r)

Rostock

217

770

T: ; TEU: ; Pass: }
Ro-ro, dry bulk (foodstuffs, raw materials,
forest products, metals, textiles,
glassware, timber) {T: 12; TEU: 420;
Pass: 9.000}
Petroleum products, dry bulk, liquid bulk,
general cargo {T: 21; TEU: 1300; Pass: }
Commercial activities: Ro-Ro, passenger
Cargo handled: dry bulk (timber) liquid
bulk, vehicles, general cargo (fruit,
livestock), pyrites minerals {T: 13.1; TEU:
343; Pass: 31}
Petroleum products, dry bulk (vegetables,
timber, cellulose), liquid bulk (chemicals),
general cargo, ro-ro. {T: 20; TEU: 482;
Pass: 9000}
Commercial activities: leisure, cruise,
yachting
Cargo handled:
Dry bulk (animal feed, fertilitzer, cereals,
timber, steel), ores (coal), ro-ro, liquid
bulk, petroleum products , minerals {T:
18.7; TEU: 185; Pass: 7}
Commercial activities: Ro-Ro
Cargo handled: general cargo (fish, fruit,
livestock, solid bulk (timber, soya, liquid
bulk (main), pyrites minerals {T: 10.8;
TEU: 131; Pass: }
Petroleum products, dry bulk (grain,
fertilizer, timber, scrap),ores (coal),
minerals (cement), general cargo, ferry,

Urban

Protected
coast

state

Yes*

urban

Embayment

State

Yes

1100

Urban

Marine inlet

State

Yes

4870

Urban

Embayment

State

No

Urban

River

State

Yes

Engineered
coast

State

Marine
inlet/protected
coast/river

State

1.700

Urban and
nature

No

Estuary

Yes
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Ro-Ro, cruise. {T: 22; TEU:; Pass:}
Santa Cruz de
Tenerife

{T: 22; TEU: 1350; Pass: 860}

Thessaloniki
(www.thpa.gr)

Commercial activities: passenger
Cargo handled: dry bulk, liquid bulk, gas
and oil {T: 14.4; TEU: 270; Pass: 158}

•

155

2.000

Nature and
urban

Engineered
coast

State

Urban

Embayment

Private

Yes

Characteristics of extra-large ports (>25 millions)
Port (20)

Port Area
(hectares)

Main activities

Num.
tenants

Hinterland

Location

Ownership

Env.
policy

Amsterdam
(www.portofamsterd
am.nl)

600

Petroleum, ores (coal), dry bulk. {T: 75;
TEU:; Pass:}

361

Nature and
urban

River

State

Yes

14.000

Storage and packing, dry bulk (grain,
cocoa, tea, tobacco, sugar, chemicals,
forest products), petroleum products,
general cargo (plastic, coffee, wine, fruit
juice), pyrites minerals (cement). {T: 182;
TEU: 6400; Pass:}

60.000

Nature and
urban

River

State and
private

Yes

Urban,
industrial
and
recreational

Engineered
coastline

State

Yes

Nature and
urban

Estuary

State

Yes

Nature and
urban

River

Municipally

Yes

Antwerp
(www.portofantwerp.
be)

Barcelona
(www.portdebarcelo
na.es)
Bilbao
(www.bilbaoport.es)
Bremen
(www.bremen-

Petroleum, pyrites minerals, dry bulk,
ores, liquid bulk, general cargo. {T: 43;
TEU: 1800; Pass: 3200}

350

Ro-ro, dry bulk (iron, coke, steel, scrap),
petroleum products, liquid bulk, general
cargo (soy, beans, powder), passengers,
ores (coal) {T: 40; TEU: 554; Pass: 450}
Ro-Ro, dry bulk (forest products, coke,
steel, agricultural products, steel, wood,

409
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ports.de)

Calais (www.calaisport.com)
Constantza
(www.portofconstant
za.com)
Dublín
(www.dublinport.ie)
Felixstowe
(www.portoffelixstow
e.co.uk)
Genova
(www.porto.genova.i
t)
Ghent
(www.portofghent.be
)
Hamburg
(www.hafenhamburg.de)
Lubecker Hafen
Gesellsehaft
(www.lhg-online.de)
Marseille
(www.marseilleport.fr)

metal, grain), minerals (cement) timber,
vehicles, ores (coal), general cargo
(paper). , {T: 70; TEU: 5000; Pass: 75}
Dry bulk (sugar), liquid bulk, {T: 40; TEU:
; Pass: 11000}
3.926

Urban
6.000

{T: 27; TEU:548; Pass: 1500}
310

7.399

167

Ferri, Ro-Ro, vehicles, dry bulk (forest
products). {T: 30; TEU:; Pass: 350}

10.000

Commercial activities: storage and
packing
Petroleum, dry bulk (chemical) ores (iron),
liquid bulk, general cargo

Engineered
coastline

Yes

Embayment

Private

Yes

Urban and
nature

Estuary

Private

Yes

Urban

Engineered
coastline

28.000

Urban and
nature

river

Yes

10.000

Urban

River

Yes

1.050

Urban and
nature

river

Public

Yes

Urban

Protected
coast and
engineered
coast

State

Yes

500

4.700

Yes

Urban
2.800

Dry bulk (steel, scrap, wood, fertilizers,
animal feed, iron,), ores (coal), petroleum
products, minerals, liquid bulk (chemicals,
liquid fertilizers, vegetable oils, fruit juice),
general cargo (break cargo (car, paper),
Ro-Ro. {T: 37; TEU:; Pass:}
Commercial activities: warehousing
Cargo handled: dry and liquid bulk,
container repair

Engineered
coast
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Tallinn (www.ts.ee)

747

Cruises, petroleum (crude oil, oil
products) (main), dry bulk (grain,
fertilizers, scrap), ores (coal) liquid bulk)
{T: 26; TEU: 110; Pass: 6300}

497

Ro-ro, dry bulk (cereals, steel, timber),
liquid bulk, petroleum products. {T: 44;
TEU: 277; Pass: 153}

Trieste
(www.porto.trieste.it)

Urban and
nature

Marine inlet

State

Urban

Engineered
coast

State

Yes

Valencia
(www.valenciaport.c
om)

600

Ro-ro, commercial traffic {T: 60; TEU:
3.602; Pass: 199}

15.000

Urban

Engineered
coast

State

Yes

Venice
(www.port.venice.it)

2045

Dry bulk (scrap, cereals, steel), ores
(coal), petroleum products {T: 25.2; TEU:
380; Pass: 2000}

18.000

Nature and
urban

Protected
coast

State

Yes
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8.2- Small ports structural survey

CONFIDENTIAL

Small ports structural survey

Port of:
Person interviewed (job title):

Port profile
Port’s legal position:
Is the port in (or near) a protected area:
Main commercial activities:
Main cargoes:
Do you have a marina:
Number of employees (from P.A.):

Environmental management
Does the port have an environmental management system (EMS): Y / N
If so indicate de type:

Is the port awarded with the blue flag: Y / N
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Does your port experience difficulties in implementing environmental legislation due to
any of the following factors:

Does your port have its own Environmental Policy: Y / N
Is it written down: Y / N
Specify the objectives:

Have objectives and targets for environmental improvement been defined: Y / N
Specified the general objectives:

Have management programs and action plans been prepared to achieve each objective:
Y/N

Does the port have a specific budget for environmental issues: Y / N
Where the port allocate financial resources:
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Management Organisation and Personnel
Who has the main operational responsibility for environmental management:

Responsibilities:

Environmental Training
Does the Port authority have an environmental training program for its employees:
Y/N
Activities carried out:

Communication
Are there procedures to communicate environmental information internally within the
employees: Y / N
Tool used:

Are there procedures to communicate Port environmental information to stakeholders:
Y/N
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Operational Management and monitoring
Which of the following issues are important in the environmental management of your
port, rank the top 10 issues by priority:

Is environmental monitoring carried out in your port: Y / N
What do you monitor:
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